in to pile of different size. In the work authors analysed possibility of obtaining static load tests curve for a pile in case of changed diameter, using load curve based on results of static load tests for given diameter. In calculation analysis authors used Meyer-Kowalów (M-K) method. A mathematical description was shown of determining new M-K curve for a pile with changed diameter, taking as a basis original M-K curve obtained from static load tests. Then an example of calculations is presented in which parameters of M-K model for a new curve were determined. Simulation calculations were carried out in the original computer program, the results of which includes load curves for piles with different diameters and relations between diameter changes, limit load capacity and settlement of a pile.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to analyze possibility of creating static load curve for a pile in the case of diameter changes. The scope of work includes: mathematical description of phenomenon, preparing relations which would allow to determine parameters for Meyer-Kowalów curve for a changed diameter of a pile, then presenting calculation procedures and example of calculation of curve changes in the case of diameter changes.
Issue of determining dependency between static load tests {S i , N i } and limit loads capacity is still a problem. We can distinguish solutions described by: Gwizdała, Chin, Mazurkiewicz, Meyer and Kowalów, Decourt, and also a method of calculations according to Eurocode 7. Methods used in engineering practice are presented among others in work of Gwizdała (2010) , Szmechel (2014) , Meyer and Szmechel (2015) , Meyer (2017) . Choice of specific approach depends on method of calculations and degree of construction safety. In Figure 1 is shown an example of dimensioning of a pile using methods listed above for an average soil conditions. Settlement-load curve s(N) for small loads is linear, and it's mathematical description can be obtained from linear soil mechanics. For larger loads curve s(N) is distinctly non-linear, it has two asymptote diagonal and vertical (Fig. 2) .
One of the proposals for a full description of static load curve was presented by Meyer and Kowalów (2010) , which was used among others by Szmechel (2014), Meyer and Żarkiewicz (2015) , Meyer (2017) , Żarkiewicz (2017) to determine limit load capacity of pile skin and toe FIGURE 1. Load capacity of a pile determined using different methods (Szmechel 2014) FIGURE 2. Characteristic asymptotes limiting curve for static load test of a pile (Meyer 2017) and to predict settlement based on static load tests. In the further part of the paper this curve is called M-K curve. In the following part of work M-K method was used in calculation analysis.
Following assumptions were applied in M-K method, the full range equation:
where: s -pile settlement (m); N -force in the pile (kN); N gr -limit load capacity (kN); ĸ -parameter indicating the proportions between resistances of pile (-).
and location of asymptotes:
settlement-load dependency (Fig. 3) can be calculated then as follows:
where: N gr1 -limit load capacity of toe (kN); N gr2 -limit load capacity of toe and skin (kN); ĸ 1 , ĸ 2 -parameters that indicate the proportions between base resistance and skin resistance of pile (-); C 1 , C 2 -parameters that can be compared to inverse Winkler parameter for elastic soil (mm/MN).
Paramaters of M-K model can be calculated using statistical methods, as presented by Szmechel (2014) , Meyer and Szmechel (2015) , Meyer and Żarkiewicz (2015) , Żarkiewicz (2017) . Applying the condition of least square method for theoretical curve, best fit to results from static load tests gives: 
MATERIAL AND METHODS
According to linear elasticity theory (Fig. 4) for a single pile in a soil body we get the following dependence, described by Meyer (2010):
where: FIGURE 4. Scheme of pile settlement because skin resistance is given as:
where: h -length of pile in soil (m).
we get the following relationships:
where: T -force on pile skin generated by shear stresses (kN).
and furthermore:
The second assumption that we introduce is the equalization of normal stresses in the ground at the toe of a pile (Meyer 2010):
After substitituon relevant formula we obtain:
As the result for small load-deformation we have:
The third stage of approximation are relations between M-K curve parameters for small load displacements. We have:
C t -parameter that can be compared to inverse Winkler parameter for elastic soil (mm/MN).
After substititing the above dependencies into basic relation:
we get relations appropriate for practical calculations:
where: d -diameter of a pile (m).
It allows to obtain relations between constants C:
For simplification it is convenient to enter U parameter, as a material constant of the soil:
where: U -material constant of soil (-).
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Therefore we recieve:
and
One of the aims of this work is determining possibility of obtaining new M-K curve in case of a diameter changes. We assume that the original curve is described by pile geometry h (0) ; D (0) and the results of static load tests {N i , S i }. Based on these data we want to determine parameters for new M-K curve in the same soil but with changed pile geometry h (1) ; D (1) . On the base of results of static load test we determine parameters of M-K model: 
In order to calculate N gr1 (0) we need to determine value of q c . From linear elasticity theory we have:
In practical calculations we usually use aproximate relation (Szmechel 2014):
where: const = 2-4 q c -stresses created by tow resistance (kN/m 2 ).
We accept in practical calculations following expression according to Szmechel (2014):
therefore for state "0"
and above value of q c is taken for further calculations. After that we can calculate: After obtaining all parameters of M-K model in state "0": 
After that we calculate E q :
From formula (23) we can determine:
2(1 )
In this way we obtain relations between M-K curve parameters for "0"state, and mechanical parameters of soil:
and next ( )
Determining M-K curve parameters in case of a diameter changes may mean:
for homogenous soil we change D = D
; h = h (1) ; for layered soil we change D = D (1) , because there is an assumption that along pile skin soil resistance does not change. Proposing a method of converting statitc load curve we made an assumtpion, that parameter U is constant value independent of the pile diamater. From formula (35) we obtain the relation between state "0" and state "1".
In this equation we have two unknowns C 1
(1) and C 2
. Calculating C 1 (1) requires knowing E q under the toe of a pile. In general case the elasticity modulus (E q ) at the toe depend on settlement and therefore upon the change of soil compaction. It means that:
Above relations in approximate calculations is often replaced with:
it leads to a dependencies:
what it means is that the density index remains unchanged. So we have:
and ( )
Further analysis of results requires using following relations Żarkiewicz (2017):
where: α -parameter of adhesion (-), 
Another element is calculating limit load capacity N gr1
(1) and N gr2
(1)
. For the calculations we use formula (Żarkiewicz 2017): 
where: β -parameter that takes into account the local interaction of pile and soil (-), 
and after rearranging we obtain: 
In the calculation of toe resistance is convenient to use following relation:
After determining value of q c from formula (31), we can calculate N gr1
Last parameter is N gr2
( 1) , which we calculate based upon a formula (54).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For known parameters of a concrete pile in state "0". which were taken from calculations (Szmechel 2014). Using relations described by formulas (42)- (56) It was also analyzed how the parameters of the M-K curve variation follows the change of diameter. The results are given in Table 2 and Figure 7 .
Settlement was calculated using formula (1). As a safety factor for limit load capacity authors adopted 2.0 and it means it was put The results are given in Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 8 and 9. proposed by Meyer and Kowalów (2010) , where settlement curve is described by formulas (3)-(5). 3. Authors prepared mathematical description of phenomenon and according to it create a calculation program, which allows for a computer analysis. 4. Authors presented simulation calculation for a piles with a diameter form 0.3 to 0.5 m and 16 m length, which allow to estimate influence of a diameter changes on values of a limit load capacity N gr2 and settlement. Increase of diameter rise the value of a limit load capacity and also rise the value of a limit settlement. Changes can be approximately described as linear. 5. Authors presented example of obtaining load curves N 1 (s); N 2 (s); T(s) for a pile with changed diameter, in relation to a pile subjected to static load test. 6. Program of further research includes using this method for analysing pile interaction with ground for layered soil.
